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The latest products on the market reviewed

**NEW MACHINE FROM SEPPi PROVES TO BE A STAR**

The drive to do more with less and to do better has never been as keen as it is today. For many years Seppi have made a large range of mulching heads for excavators and in more recent years they have diversified into stump grinders and stone crushers.

The New Seppi Star FC combines these machines into one very heavy duty head that is designed to be fitted to excavators from 15-35 tonnes and up to 150hp. The Star PC is designed to grind stumps up to 40 cm, crush stones up to 15 cm, destroy roots to a depth of 30 cm, till the soil to a depth of 30 cm, to prepare for new planting, mulch unwanted vegetation up to 40 cm, and reclamation of stone tracks or roads.

01892 890364

**INNOVATIVE SNOW CLEARANCE MACHINERY TO BE UNVEILED AT SALTEX**

Two developments in snow clearance technology will be unveiled by Wiedemann UK at Saltext.

Ice Master™ is a clever dual-spread system which is sufficiently compact to negotiate pathways and pedestrian routes.

The innovative box unit can spread metered quantities of salt, sand or grit either via a drop spreader or spinner system. With a flick of a switch the operator can change settings without leaving the seat.

Wiedemann will also launch three styles of super smooth complementary snow blades. The blades are part of Wiedemann’s growing Snow Master™ range. Each features a built-in shock absorption system.

See Wiedemann UK at stand V26A at SALTEX, Sept 7 – 9, 2010

01530 510060
www.vitaxamenity.co.uk

**GATOR GETS NEW OLIVE LIVERY**

John Deere has introduced a new version of its popular XUV 850D high performance 4x4 utility vehicle, in olive and black livery.

This model is aimed at customers who prefer an alternative to the usual bright green and yellow colour scheme.

This olive and black Gator is fitted as standard with aggressive tread, off-road style tyres, but otherwise is the same specification as the existing XUV model, with a steel tipping cargo box.

The XUV Gator is specifically designed for off-road and rough terrain performance, and is based on a hydroformed steel frame for increased durability. It also offers a true four-wheel drive traction system to maintain excellent traction in the toughest ground conditions.

The XUV Gator’s 24hp (850cc) liquid-cooled, three-cylinder Yanmar diesel engine is the most powerful and quickest accelerating in its class, with the fastest top speed at 50mph in high range.

Advanced clutching ensures smooth power delivery and engine braking assistance from the dual range, continuously variable transmission.

All round independent suspension offers improved handling, operator comfort and ride quality, which enables the XUV Gator to follow rough and bumpy terrain with ease.

Additional operator friendly features include a gear box and storage compartment, cup holder, 12V power outlet and integrated 50mm (2in) rear hitch.

Base UK list price of the new John Deere olive and black XUV 850D utility vehicle, which is available in limited numbers this summer, for £11,093 plus VAT.

024 7630 8912
www.johndeere.co.uk

**NEW SUPATURF BROCHURE**

Vitax Supaturf’s brand new brochure is now available with details of their full range of line marking machines, marking paints and accessories.

Fronted by the top selling XUV range, renowned as the industry standard, exported worldwide and now with a new, 2.5 litre four-cylinder unit that can be either factory fitted or purchased in kit form for simple self assembly, the brochure also comes complete with the no-compromising high quality TLD marking machine and the latest, top-of-the-range XUV, built as the perfect partner to the highly concentrated Supa Stadia Eco line marking paint.

Other line marking liquids – the full Supa Stadia range, Britains, developed for use with transfer wheel or box type marking machines such as the Supaturf Britains, are joined by Stadia Aerosols. The new Supaturf brochure is available from Vitax Supaturf representatives direct or from the company.

01530 510060
www.vitax.co.uk

**MORE POWER TO YOUR ELMOW!**

A battery-electric pedestrian fine-turf mower will be launched by Allett, this month, at SALTEX.

Designed, built and tested at Allett’s development and engineering centre in Hixon, Staffordshire, the Allett ELMOW is to be offered in 510mm and 610mm cutting widths to suit the mowing requirements of bowls and golf clubs, turf maintenance contractors and those looking after quality ornamental lawns.

Shown left, handles on top of the slide-in battery pack enable fast, convenient removal and replacement.

01829 280364
www.allett.co.uk
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UNIQUE, NEW FOUR-IN-ONE COMBO FEEDS FINE TURF FOR 25% LESS

Vitax has combined a conventional fertiliser, a slow release organic fertiliser, Amino-Sorb R and a natural bacterium into a homogenous mini granule that feeds fine turf with an application rate 25% lower than parallel products. Enhance R, with even granules of between 1 and 2mm contains Amino-Sorb R, that stimulates healthy, deep rooting, increases wear resistance, stimulates chemical uptake and maximises the benefit of pesticides and plant growth regulators.

Two developments in snow clearance technology will be unveiled by Wiedenmann UK at Saltext. Ice Master™ is a clever dual-spreaders which is sufficiently compact to negotiate pathways and pedestrian routes. The innovative box unit can spread metered quantities of salt, sand or grit either via a drop spread or spinner system. With a flick of a switch the operator can change settings without leaving the seat. Wiedenmann will also launch three styles of super smooth complementary snow blades. The blades are part of Wiedenmann’s growing Snow Master™ range. Each features a built-in shock absorption system. The Star FC is designed to be a low profile machine that feeds fine turf with an application rate 25% lower.

INNOVATIVE SNOW CLEARANCE MACHINERY TO BE UNVEILED AT SALTEX

GATOR GETS NEW OLIVE LIVERY

John Deere has introduced a new version of its popular XUV 850D high performance 4x4 utility vehicle, in olive and black livery. This model is aimed at customers who prefer an alternative to the usual bright green and yellow colour scheme. This olive and black Gator is fitted as standard with aggressive tread, off-road style tyres, but otherwise is the same specification as the existing XUV model, with a steel tipping cargo box.

The XUV Gator is specifically designed for off-road and rough-terrain performance, and is based on a hydroformed steel frame for increased durability. It also offers a true four-wheel drive traction system to maintain excellent traction in the toughest ground conditions. The XUV Gator’s 24hp (850cc) liquid-cooled, three-cylinder Yanmar diesel engine is the most powerful and quickest accelerating in its class, with the fastest top speed at 50mph in high range. Advanced clutching ensures smooth power delivery and engine braking assistance from the dual range, continuously variable transmission. All round independent suspension offers improved handling, operator comfort and ride quality, which enables the XUV Gator to follow rough and bumpy terrain with ease.

Additional operator friendly features include a glove box and storage compartment, cup holder, 12V power outlet and integrated 50mm (2in) rear hitch. Base UK list price of the new John Deere olive and black XUV 850D utility vehicle, which is available in limited numbers this summer, for £11,033 plus VAT.

NEW SUPATURF BROCHURE

Vitax Supaturf’s latest new brochure is now available with details of their full range of line marking machines, marking paints and accessories.

Fronted by the top selling SXE as recognised as the industry standard, export worldwide and now with a new, 2.5 litre flume tank that can be either factory fitted or purchased in kit form for simple self assembly, the brochure also comes complete with the no-compromises high quality TLS marking machines and the latest, top-of-the-range XHE, built as the perfect partner to the highly acclaimed Supa Stadia Eco line marking paint.

The new Supaturf brochure is available from Vitax Supaturf representatives or direct from the company.